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Aim 1) Quantify rates of gully activity and identify
associations with slope characteristics (including pre-
existing gullies), that may indicate why gullies form as
and where they do.

� >40% of the dunes sampled within the North Polar Erg show
dune brinks with small alcoves, sometimes also with a large,
but thin, depositional fan that moves the dune margins
(suggesting that this activity may play a role in dune
migration) [1].

� We compare HiRISE images taken under similar observing
conditions when the surface is frost-free, to identify when
gullies appear (within a Martian year).

� Comparison of dune field at 84.7°N, 0.8°E, between Ls 90 MY
29 and Ls 93 MY 30 (PSP_008968_2650, ESP_017895_2650) has
yielded much evidence of activity (red spots in the map).

• Most distinct are localized changes/extension of the lee
margin; closer inspection shows these are usually
connected to gully activity.

• Except for the northern portion, >40% of the slopes
experienced observable margin changes due to gully
erosion.

o Exclusively on slipfaces, facing NW?

o Gullies found on all areas within these slipfaces;
sometimes isolated, sometimes in groups.

o Observed new gullies extend local-length of slipface;
alcoves ~1/2 way, apron ~1/2 way.

o Total length is ~10-30 m. Alcove widths ~10 m or less,
but harder to see/measure.

o Many signs of pre-existing gullies; new gullies are
often on “unscarred” slope just outside pre-existing
gullies?

• Some areas experienced no gully erosion.

o Including slipfaces facing W or SW.

• Some margin shifting is found on different sides of the
dunes.

o Usually not as distinct/discrete in appearance.

o Not connected to gully activity (ripple motion or other
recent sand transport?).

Aim 2) Identify timing of gully activity, that may indicate
why gullies form when they do.

� These dunes are not imaged in autumn and winter (~Ls 180-360)
as the polar region is too dark.

� Additionally, there are difficulties with detecting a gully (and
thus identifying when it first appears) due to effects of frost and
lighting changes [2].

� We will compare images taken during a range of times-of-year, to
attempt to identify more specifically when gullies appear and
understand appearance under different illumination conditions.

� We also aim to improve the “signal-to-noise” by considering
dunes at a range of latitudes, and over several Mars years.

Aim 3) After determining why and how often gully activity
occurs, explore how dune brinks are restored, assumed to be
through aeolian processes.

Aim 4) Estimate rates of dune evolution and migration.

� Subtracting dune changes due to gullies should yield a net
aeolian-based dune activity rate (~sand transport rate).

Sand flows; gully forms. 
Is frost involved, or just winds? 
Hard to say, it’s dark.
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• Dunes within the Martian North Polar Erg (AKA
Olympia Undae) are currently active on seasonal
and yearly timescales.

• In particular, gully activity has been observed –
but a formation process has not yet been
determined.

• This project seeks to conclusively distinguish
between a seasonal frost process [1,2] versus a
general aeolian [3] origin of these dune-gullies.

The work is preliminary – ongoing or planned work is
presented in blue text; background material in black.
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Lee margin changes due to 
multiple small gullies, 0-3m
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Lee margin changes due to 
one large apron deposition, 
~10m

During that one 
year, some dunes 
have multiple 
gullies form; 
some groups of 
dunes all have 
gully activity.

During that one 
year, some dunes 
have multiple 
gullies form; 
some groups of 
dunes all have 
gully activity.

Some groups of 
dunes show little or 
no gully activity in 
that one year (but 
some activity in 
past years).

Red spots 
show where 
distinct 
changes were 
observed in 
dune margin 
placement –
likely due to 
gully activity.


